
Welcome everyone to a brand new, very special results. Now webinar, one of our free offerings that we 
like to say are better than what you paid for with other people, right holiday fail. Seven opportunities to 
cash in. I think you're gonna. Love this show, and in a moment we'll talk with you about what's coming 
up. Welcome to all our regulars. Welcome to all our irregulars as well. There's a few of those here and if 
you're brand new, so glad you're here. I hope you very quickly realize we do things a little bit differently 
here. Alright, we got a couple of sponsors for the evening. At the end of this show, you'll be offered the 
next step, which is a masterclass about holiday sales, where we're going to create your profitable 
holidays, fail or fails from seven different options on the results. Now part of that, a masterclass will take 
you step by step through creating your own. That means if an only, if I deliver on all my promises, there 
will be an offer at the end of the show. Now, over to the right here is our charity sponsor, local 
organization I'm involved with called be rich or slogan is give, serve, love, a movement of generosity. 
You guys are not seeing the slide. Okay. We try something. Thank you for letting me know.

How about now? Better? Yeah. Says better. Well, yeah, it's better if you can see them. Hey guys, thanks 
for letting me know. Um, that was an interesting glitch. It's been a glitchy day online. So, uh, thank you 
for, for, uh, alerting media that anyway, be rich is local organization. Uh, we raised money every season 
this time of year, um, to give away 100 percent of it to feed people, close people, house people, medical 
stuff.

We did several million dollars last year. One hundred percent of which goes away. So later on when you 
invest in yourself, you're going to be investing in that because a percentage of everything that comes in 
through my webinars goes to our charity sponsors. So now that you can see the slide, I'll move one 
forward just to orient you guys. If you're wondering, you're on a results now, Webinar Free Webinar, 
better than most of the stuff you get from other people that you pay for the results. Now, masterclasses 
are $37 trainings. Did you get a result right on the Webinar and marketing asset you can use for life and 
later on when I turn them in and 97 to one 97 products, so they're actually a fantastic deal and then the 
results now mastermind my insider's group that there are some insiders here on this show, so thanks for 
being here guys. All right.

Here's what we're going to cover in this free now webinar. Whoops, I forgot to put results in there. 
Golly, through the magic of Internet marketing, I get to change this here. Don't like off center, things like 
that, so we'll do that. Wow. Isn't the Internet powerful? You can change it, right? Like that. The holiday 
sales mindset, get it to profit. You're going to get it within moments, three holiday sales mistakes and 
what to do instead, seven holiday sales chances to cash in what to do next to play on your profitable 
holiday sale or sales. I can change that to your holiday sale genius tip that starts next year off. Right? 
And just like all my events so much more. So let's go.

Well, wait a minute, how can this be? Jeff, we're only four minutes into the Webinar and you're already 
giving content. Aren't you supposed to like talk for like 20 more minutes about how great and rich you 
are? Um, and how you can, we can be just like you if you do these things. Oh hell no, we don't do that. 
Here we dive right in. Walter is asking, is it too late to apply this for Black Friday? Absolutely not. Walter, 
we're going to talk about black Friday as one of the strategies all the way through cyber Monday. And 
when you come to the, uh, the masterclass Thursday, we'll walk you step by step through creating one. 
So no, it's not too late. I'm never too late. All right, so the holiday sales mindset, get it to profit. I love 
that graphic I found for you guys. I love Huskies, especially blue eyed huskies, but you know, dogs like 
things like this done to dogs is why there's pet therapy, right?



So, uh, I've actually heard people say, Walter, that, um, I don't want to take advantage of the holidays. 
We're taking advantage of people during the holidays. And I always think what? It's okay to take 
advantage of them when it's not the holidays. This is not taking advantage of people. This is a chance to 
make a big difference in the lives of many whatever you're offering people or their next success steps, 
so reason they're following you, okay? So you're making a difference in their lives, right? And you get to 
make a difference in your life as you have some extra holiday income which allows you to gift people 
and also allows you to give to the things you want to give to. So look at it that way. You're doing 
something that's helping a whole lot of people and making a big difference. Alright, holiday sales 
mistake number one and what to do instead hiding during the holidays. Many, many people believe the 
myth that you can't make sales during the holidays. This is so incredibly untrue.

I've had some of my best weeks and best days of my career. During the holidays you can do. I'm going to 
show you how so what to do instead make a difference and a profit that may sound similar to the 
mindset that's on purpose folks, because I want to drive that point home. You have an opportunity 
coming up from right now. You don't even have to wait until black Friday. I'll show you how in just a 
minute from right now, all the way through the first of the year to make a difference and a profit and it's 
a pretty cool way to do things. Holiday sales, mistake number two, doing what everyone else does or is a 
screen capture from one of my favorite movies. If you are also a fan of Christmas vacation with Chevy 
Chase, please give me a yes in the q and a. that's for me and my family, my boys, when that's when the 
Christmas season starts, that's when the holiday season starts is the first time we watch Christmas 
vacation for bonus points.

You can give me a line from the movie in the q and a to k now doing what everyone else does is looking 
around and doing the same kind of sales everyone else does, jumping in on those bandwagons and 
those kinds of things. That's the quickest way to not do well online is to do what everybody else is doing. 
Here's what to do instead. Create your own unique spin. One of the ways you can do that, Walter, is for 
black Friday. Instead of going out and fighting all those crowds, stay home and get this special deal is a 
different spin and mistake number three, doing only one. For some reason people think they can only do 
one holiday sale. We've got two months to do this. Why not do a couple? Why not do at least two or 
using our mindset and perspective why not provide at least two opportunities for folks to help them 
make a difference in their lives and make a difference in your life too. All right, so those are the mistakes 
and what to do instead. You guys ready to dive into seven ways to cash in on the holidays. Give me a Yay 
or nay in the q and a please.

Thank you for all those yeses and yeas and everything. They're all right guys. Good job. Alright, so 
holiday sale, one gratitude. November is gratitude month. Okay. You can do a gratitude series. I've seen 
a few of those around this year where people are sharing everyday what they're grateful for, but they're 
leaving something out and they're leaving subscribers and money on the table. Why not share 
something you're grateful for each day and then say, this gratitude installment is brought to you by and 
then it's brought to you by one of your products or it's brought to them by one of, by one of your opt in 
pages. Right? So this is. This gratitude offering is brought to you by Optin page is brought to you by 
some kind of resource, right? There was all kinds of ways to do this and of course you can have a thank 
you sale, you know, thank you for being such a great customer and for doing that, you know what you 
could do, you could do it twice early in the month, which we still are early in the month.

You can say thank you for being such a great customer. Here's a free something. Okay? And then later 
on, now that you've set up that fund reciprocity, just want to say thanks again for being such a great 
customer and here's a great deal on so and so with some really cool bonuses. Okay, so you get to do this 



the whole month of November, whatever date it is, [inaudible], November's gratitude month, and 
snoopy and Woodstock agree, holiday sale number two, black Friday. Isn't that a fun picture? Doesn't 
that make you want to get up real early on Friday morning after Thanksgiving and, and go brave the 
crowds. Ah, folks, there is about another five to one week, five days to one week that I will go in a store 
and from now until the beginning of the year. No, thank you. I even have my groceries delivered 
sometimes during this time of year.

Uh, so black Friday you can start with something like the stay at home event and build that up. Right. 
And I just did a little bit of it talking about how fun it is to go brave those crowds instead stay home 
while I do this special 30 minute Webinar or this special 30 minute live cast on facebook, all about 
something from your niche with an offer. That's one way to do it, right? Give people an excuse to stay 
home. I'm sorry, I'd like to go out shopping with you, but I need to watch this Webinar, right? Or it can 
just be an email sale. Susan says I try not to drive anywhere in Chicago for most of December. That's a 
real good idea. Um, so you've got to stay at home event. Okay. So all of November. The black Friday stay 
at home was Walter. So that's the way you could set it up for Black Friday, Walter, we are what, 10 days 
away now from black Friday. So that gives you plenty of time to set that up and I'll suggest that again, 
you could do a longer show, okay? But you can do like a half hour or something, um, to talk with people 
and then make an offer.

Holiday sale number three, cyber Monday. The greatest example of the created holiday ever right now. 
Here's what I would suggest doing on that day. That's one of the days you really want to seriously think 
about getting involved because it's advertised and talked about as much as black Friday or as much as 
any other holiday. So why not take advantage of that when people are expecting there to be stuff right 
now? Here's the way to do it. I hardly ever, if ever discount my products and resources and I hardly ever 
encouraged you to because what that teaches everybody, if you do that often, that teaches everybody 
to wait until there's a sale and people don't buy, right? So what I encourage people to do instead is offer 
a popular product with unique bonuses, a popular product with unique bonuses, unique things that you 
don't usually offer, like maybe a consult for folks, another way to work with you, some other cool things 
they might want, right?

So we've got gratitude. We've got black Friday, we've got cyber Monday. Let's keep going here. Okay, 
holiday sale number four, gifts. Now you can gift people free stuff. You can gift people extra bonuses on 
popular products like we just talked about. Now, here's something every single one of you oughta do 
whatever your niche is for years now, ever since I had the column, started the Column Newspaper 
Column back in 94 back before the turn of the century kids, um, I ride a yearly column on gifts of more 
lasting value. Things like appreciation or listening to someone's story or belonging, uh, things like that. 
Gifts of more lasting value for years ago. I put all those together into an ebook. It does pretty well on 
Kendall this time of year. Uh, but you can do that as just a really cool nurture email. How about 10 days 
of gifts of more lasting value you can. Here's what you could do. Okay. For 10 days in December, you 
could send out everyday for 10 days a suggested gift of more lasting value, and then at the end of that 
email, or at the end of that web page, say today's a gift brought to you by either an optin page or a or a 
sale page, right? So there's all kinds of creative ways to use this folks. And I hope you do. Okay? So 
holiday sale number four is gifts. Now, here's where it begins to get interesting hot, a fail number five 
the day after what I called it and you didn't get what you wanted day.

Now that could even be your subject line, novell, buddy. You're just, I want to unwed you from this 
notion that working with, um, with B or corporations keeps you from doing some of this stuff. Susan 
calls at the re gifting day. I love it. You can. Every government agency, every corporation



is made up of what? What is every government agency incorporation in business in the world made up 
of people. Thank you. You have been listening. I know. Yeah. No, I'm just playing with you a little bit 
here. If they're made up of people. Politicians. Yeah, right. You can do this kind of stuff. It may be 
different. You may be looked at funny at first and some of your colleagues may criticize you. My 
goodness. Gosh. The first time a partner and I, when I was a counseling psychologist, advertised a group 
therapy situation for adolescents in the newspaper. You to thought we slept with clients or something. It 
was. It was shocking. A year later people are Africa is how we did it. It's okay to go outside the norms. 
Hey, what was it you were calling the Susan? The re gifting day? Yeah, so you could have a subject line 
to an email or or the top of a. A sales page. Didn't get what you wanted. No one got you. Whatever 
you're cool product or resources. No one got you a coaching session with me. Well that's the bonus that 
you get when you come on board with whatever. Okay, so the first five gratitude, black Friday, cyber 
Monday gifts and the day after, or all good, and you can pick one or two of those and have a grand time. 
We're coming in next. These next two are what I call the money

sales. Okay. For the last several years,

the last week of the year has been one of the best weeks of the year and for the last several years I have 
absolutely loved new years eve because of how I set things up and walk you through that, right? The day 
after Christmas through new years eve. Now there are people who will tell you that no one buys stuff 
online during that week. Hey, when someone tells you that, just kind of smile and nod your head and 
hope they never listened to this Webinar so you'll have less competition because this is one of the best 
weeks to make sales. My first online mentor, Tom Antionne has been doing this for years, right? Two of 
my favorites, he did one year he did a an ebook scratch and dent sale. Did you catch that? An ebook 
scratch and dent sale and the sales page had little, um, little flags flying all over like a used car sale in 
fed.

Drag him in, tow him in whatever it takes to get them in. Bring in your scratched up and dented and 
wrecked ebooks and trade them in for good, for new ebooks, right? He sold tons of them. Of course it 
philly. It's digital, but it worked right? But there's a better one. He did my favorite one. He did not 
remember back when we were going from audio cassettes to dvds. The CDS, well, he had an audio 
cassette liquidation sale of all his tapes that he'd made over the years. Now listen carefully. It did so well 
that he had to go out and have more tapes, made, more audio cassettes made in order to, to, to meet 
all the liquidation demand. So in order to liquidate his audio cassettes, he had to go make more. I love 
that. I.

One of the things you can do is pick one of your products. Well, before I get to that, the other thing you 
can do, I want to read what's on there, the best of, let's say you've done something once a month for 
the last year, a Webinar or, or a or a, um, a video or something that you charged for or maybe even 
didn't even, didn't even charge for, collect them into the best of the best of content creation or the best 
of this or the best of that, bundle them up and sell them for less than what it would have been to buy all 
of them. Okay? Bundle up something. You've done a lot of selling for less than that. What people would 
have paid if they bought all of them. And there's your holiday sale between Christmas and new years 
right now. Let's, let's get this out of the way right now for the season even starts. You can say happy 
holidays to me. You can say happy Kwanzaa. Merry Christmas. Happy Hanukkah.

Great Festival of lights or, or season's greetings to me, I don't care because I want to say if you say any 
of those things to me, I want to say thank you and maybe the same thing back. We're merry Christmas. 
Why? Because all of those are nice greetings, arts, nice things you're saying to me, right? I, I just, it 



amuses me how people get all twisted up about what people say during the holidays. Goodness. Okay. 
So the best of now what I like doing is bundling up something like that or picking a favorite good selling 
resource product, whatever that you're going to raise the price on, on January first. It's at this price until 
the end of the year and then it goes up. Okay. Uh, and what that will do is the closer it gets to the end of 
the year,

the more people are going to buy. Susan's asking a great question, can I sell a best of bundle even if 
those videos are posted on youtube or facebook? Absolutely. Susan, especially if you have Mike 
Stewart's and I playlist video playlist secrets where you can bundle those into a playlist and sell them on 
one page with one video that scrolls between all those videos. Just gave you all a million dollar idea 
there, Walter saying, and I quote, Holy Shit, Jeff, I'm taking notes and getting so many great ideas to 
implement. Yay. Now that's the kind of testimonial I want the holy shit testimonial. Thank you Walter. 
Hope I can use that. Um, all right, so what I'm showing you right now folks is the reason why the week 
between Christmas and new years when I'm usually not pretty actively working. Thank you. Walter. He 
says user where a coach is one of the best weeks of the year because I either bundle something up or 
offer something that is going to go up at the beginning of the year or both. Val, can you get people to 
pay for youtube videos? How much would my channel playlists sell for? It? Depends on what you have in 
it and how many videos on val. But yeah, you can, you can bundle those together. Um, I have everybody 
that used, um, video, playlist secrets has a. Now this is a, this is playing off of this. Now I'm going to 
show you why new years eve is such a great day

and it doesn't matter whether we'd go do something or whether we stay at home. This fun little 
machine you see right here, a little phone that ghost coaching whenever sales come in could change like 
crazy on new year's Day, New Year's Eve day, because people, it's using the whole urgency and scarcity 
and deadline thing. Folks, people want to get that deal before the price goes up. Now it needs to be a 
real price increase. It does need to change the next day. Can you extend this into new years day? Yes. 
Short if you want to, but I'm telling you, it's a nice it rains income. So I chose that picture on new years 
eve for me and has for many, many, many years just by offering something in that last week that's going 
to go up at the first of the year. All right, so let's review. Whoops. Okay, so holiday sale number one, 
gratitude series, gratitude sale. This gratitude installment, sponsored by holiday sale number two, black 
Friday, the stay at home event. Holiday sale number three, cyber Monday. A popular product with 
unique bonuses.

Oh,

holiday sale number four gifts, gifts of more lasting value. You could do a gift series during the week, 
right. And every one of those gifts series couldn't be sponsored by,

I hope the rest of your, like Walter and getting all kinds of good ideas and we're only scratching the 
surface the day after. Didn't get what you want it. Great subject line because most people are thinking 
that anyway, the day after Christmas through new years eve, either a bundled up, best of or this is going 
to go up at the first of the year, are both new years eve. Last chance I have, whether if, if I usually I'm at 
home because New Year's Eve, this kind of amateur night to me, but if I'm out with friends or over 
somebody's house, I have an email, a couple of email. Email's all queued up to go on a New Year's Eve 
night. Uh, it's kind of fun. So now there is more coming, there is still a genius tip coming. Hey, uh, that 
extends this and gets people off to a even better start in the new year. But first so far in the 30 minutes 
we've been together, have I delivered Yay or nay in the q and a please? I think we know what Walter's 
going to say.



Yes, yes, yes, yes. Thanks for all the yeses. Kids here. Remember, there's still more good stuff coming. 
Now I'm going to show you how to take this further faster. Absolutely. Says Irene. Thank you. Walter 
overdelivered. Okay, thank you guys. Alright, we have something around here called the results now 
masterclass where you actually do something when a webinar create something which I call a marketing 
asset that you can use forever. This one, well, before we got to listen to Oprah, because the more 
master classes you attend, the more results you get. This one is the masterclass on holiday failed. Create 
your profitable holiday sale from seven different options. What we'll do in this masterclass is take you. I 
need a step by step. Good to see you here. Take you step by step through creating your holiday sale or 
sales. You're profitable. Holiday sale or sale. Okay. Um, so you can walk away from that masterclass with 
something you can use right away. Now we're doing it Thursday. So if you're worried about November, 
gratitude or you're worried about black Friday, plenty of time, plenty of time. All right, here's what 
you're gonna. Get you're gonna. Get the masterclass, live video training. If for some reason you can't 
make that, don't let that dissuade you because guess what? You're going to get the recorded video 
training to and forever access. Okay?

And he just says good ideas. I'm sure I can implement at least one or two. At least. You're going to get 
the unedited transcript. For those of you that like to consume by reading, can mark them up and do all 
those things you do to them. You're gonna. Get the template that lays this all out for you, a checklist. So 
you do everything right. Get a masterclass wizard when appropriate. Then I break everything down into 
small chunks. I call them universal laws. The law of this, the law of that, then we turn that transcript into 
a masterclass, ebooks, so you've got it in ebook form too, put it on your virtual shelf and then someday 
when I do my ebook scratch and dent sale, you can bring them back in and you get to become part of 
the masterclass. Facebook mastermind where people are helping each other all the time and now we 
come to a blank slide. Apparently. This is where we all get to come up for air. Take a swig of water. This 
is called thinking on your feet or I guess on your ass. And so I'm sitting now. All right, now it's the holiday 
sales masterclass. Create your profitable holiday sale or sales from seven different options. Okay?

Whoops. There's a holiday themed slide. The step by step creation of your profitable holiday sales. Now 
another way to look at this, you get the live backstage pass because what I do with these masterclasses 
after they're done is I turned them into 30. There are $37 masterclasses. What? I turned them in 
[inaudible] 97 to $197 products. Okay? A backstage pass, you get the live training, the unedited 
transcripts, the checklists templates, the Ebook, the wizard where appropriate templates, universal 
laws, uh, the facebook group. There is that value. Gosh, we have another blank one. Okay, come up for 
air again and you're going to get that step by step creation of your profitable holiday sales. There's 
everything you're getting now. You want to see the investment, a percentage of which goes to the beer 
rich thing, not about being enriched, not about getting rich, but about realizing you're already are and 
doing it well. Holler please. In the Q and a Jeff, move that slide, or if you want to do something short, 
just do mts. Move that slide and we'll show you what the investment is

suggested. Empty. Move that move. That slide says, Walter, who comes back and fit into yes. So does 
everybody else. All right, here we go. That's it right there. Thirty $7 backstage pass. That's less than 
you'll spend on a lousy dinner for two at some chain restaurant. And this way it's an investment that 
you'll make money with when you follow through and implement everything. I'm putting that link right 
in the chat right now. I'm here. It comes at. You would appreciate some folks. Click on on it just to make 
sure that it's working there. It is highlighted on your page. You can type it in 10 and you can. You can 
click it in your chat, whatever, and it'll walk you through what you're getting and let you make that 
investment. Now, here's the holiday failed genius tip going in to 2019. This is a golden. See what I did 
there with the sunset. A golden opportunity for you to help people get the year started off, right? Hey, 



this could be your subject line or it could be the top of the page. Start the year off, right with are 
starchier marketing off right? Or Start Your weight loss off, right? Or start your whatever off right with

and there you go. Okay. Now, little bonus tip and the genius tip. A bonus tip in the genius tip. Yes, 
indeed. A bonus tip in the genius tip, sue, you're very worried about this. Well, we need to purchase 
additional software for opt in pages, templates, not if you already have it, if you've already got away for 
people to opt in and you're going to encourage people to opt in as part of your sale and you already 
know, um, and if you're going to be making sales, you don't need optin pages. You just need a way to 
take money in a way to present the sale. Back to the bonus tip about the genius tip you started off the 
year by saying, Hey, this is a great way to start off the year, about three weeks later and a January. 
Check back in with people. How are you doing with those New Year's Eve resolutions? Are you doing 
with those New Year's resolutions? And you check back in and see how they're doing and make the offer 
again to holiday sales in January.

Alright? What we're offered here on the masterclass is a step by step creation of your profitable holiday 
sales. There's the link and we're at the last slide of the show. Okay. Jeff herring.com, forward slash 
holiday dash master class. In. What we'll do is spend a lot of time focused on templates and taking you 
step by step how to set up at least two different holiday sales. Okay. I'll probably take some examples 
from the audience and walk you through, coach you through personally and ask everybody to answer 
the questions and fill in the blanks and put them in so you walk away with a marketing asset that you 
can use right away, plug it in, and be ready to cash in on the holidays. All right, so, um, since that is our 
last slide, that gives us a few, a few moments for questions. So, um, you've got the mindset, you got 
three mistakes and what you do instead and you got seven.

No eight with the bonus tip nine actually with the two and January ways to make holiday sales. That's a 
bunch in less than 40 minutes on vow. I love it. I love making these things shorter and shorter. There is 
no international Webinar Association tells you webinars have to be two hours long. Good God. Thank 
you val. She says, awesome class, Jeff. Cool will come. If you guys, if you think this was awesome, come 
to the master class because it will be more awesome, more awesome, a bummer because you'll walk 
away with a marketing asset all mapped out and all planned out that you can use right away for 37 
bucks. Nope. Bell says, I especially like it's short when you scheduled them in the evening. Yeah, me too. 
Uh, and just a little hint preview of coming attractions at the end of that masterclass. Everybody that's in 
that masterclass will be the first person, first people, first persons that get offered the best thing I've 
ever put together Thursday night, Thursday afternoon, I want to be offering everybody the very best 
thing I've ever put together and a lot of ways it's 24 years in the making, 12 years doing this offline and 
12 years doing this online and you are absolutely going to love it. And I'm. Thank you lynn. You always 
deliver Jeff. Thank you. Appreciate that. Linda and Doug and speaking as a former counseling 
psychologist, you'd be crazy not to attend and getting bumped. So there's your backstage pass. Congrats 
to everybody that's already on board and guiding questions. Kids,

be happy to answer your questions about doing holiday sales or here's a question about what if we can't 
make the masterclass live? Absolutely no problem. It'll be recording. Will be available by the next 
morning and then I could give you all those bonuses on the front end, the templates, the checklist, the 
universal laws, I like to pull them from what we create live together and so the recordings, the first thing 
to go up, welcome aboard. And whoever's behind smart stuff, media you are smart stuff for doing this. 
Um, and that'll be all available during the next day, but the recording is available the next morning.



Can you give us a hint about what you're offering? Thursday afternoon? Yay Walter. Good job. You are 
smart stuff. Media. Good job, Walter. Glad. Um, I. can I give you one more hint? Yes. It's all about what's 
working now in our six second attention span world. It's all about what's working now for people online. 
How's that for a hint? Okay. Get you really curious about Thursday. All right. I'm Debbie. Welcome 
aboard. Enjoying our masterclass. I think you'll love it now, all of you, all, you all that are joining, that's 
plural for y'all here in the south. All y'all, all. Y'All who are joining, what I want you to begin to think 
about is which one of these seven, actually nine that we revealed on this show. You want to build your 
holiday sale around. Okay. And we'll walk you through. Anita said 4:00, four PM Eastern. We speak 
eastern here, 4:00 eastern on Thursday. Join. And if you have questions beforehand and you're not 
going to make it, we'll answer them there on the show and then you'll have the recording, um, the next 
morning. And Anita United, get ahold of me. If you have questions, you know, I'll take care of you. Um, 
all right, cool.

This says, welcome Debbie. You'll love it.

Oh, thanks Anita. Okay, cool. Do and thanks. You're welcome. You're welcome. The reason I can say 
things like that to people is there's, there's people, you know, the communities that had been with me 
for years since the beginning, uh, 12 years ago. And you know, I do my best to make this a community. I 
love it when I run into people in public at events and stuff. It's so funny though, because without fail, 
without fail, someone is going to say the following to me after we meet, they're going to say, Jeff, I 
thought you'd be taller.

And the response I've learned to give back is yes. So did I, you know, I stopped at 5:10 and that's on a 
good day. So, uh, anyway, I, I value this community. I treat you like one. I love it. Um, you know, the 
whole notion of customers for life is a pretty good idea, right? Um, you feel like that Irene is true. People 
say that can be. I thought you'd be taller. One day, years ago. Irene, I'm from the church choir in college. 
Uh, Jim Hoover look like a blonde haired. Abraham Lincoln stood next to me in choir. He was like 65 and 
one day he looked down at me and we were talking in between practice or whatever. And he looked 
down at me after we were talking. I said something. He looked down at me and he goes, you have a very 
tall personality. What are you talking about?

He goes, I look over at you and then I looked down because you're smaller than me. I expect to look 
straight into your. You got a very tall personality. Not quite sure what that meant, but. So I've been 
hearing that for a while. Kids. Right? So if we don't have any further questions, uh, this offer will be good 
until we start on Thursday afternoon, less than 48 hours from now. And the cool thing is on the page 
you get the masterclass members area, you'll have a recording of this webinar plus the master class. So 
you'll have really two different trainings.

I love it. This is one of my favorite things. I hear people saying, Susan says, looking forward to it. This is 
Walter. Jeff, I'm so damn minority you because I'll just go in and have this on in the background and half 
watch it and hope to get maybe a nugget or two instead. I've watched that, had to watch the whole 
damn thing and barely had time to take notes and write out the ideas. Firehose you put in. You put my 
brain in front of. I love those. Good Walter into that. I say, hell yeah, that's good. Okay.

Go to Webinar calls. This person waiting for name. Have holidays. Jeff, appreciate all you bring to us 
throughout the year. You're welcome. Larry. New Wiki says, tell everybody to get it. Now you're going to 
do it anyway. I did. There you go. Larry. I'm Deanna. Says thank you for your generosity and will be 
joining hugs, hugs, back to. I can't wait to see you Thursday. All right. On that note, welcome aboard to. 



Alright, Charlene. Welcome aboard. I'm, I want to say thank you very much for being here. Appreciate it. 
I mean it. Seriously. There's a lot of places she could have been. There's so many events, phone line now 
and you guys chose to be here. I am always honored and appreciative of that. Go get this stuff right over 
there pointing to my screen like you can see where it is on my screen, but you can see on the screen but 
not on my screen and that we're jeff herring.com.

Forward slash holidays dash masterclass. The link is in your chat, go get this stuff there, and as always 
folks go use this stuff because as you have seen it, flat out works. Irene says, see you Thursday. You have 
a great week to sue lending. Doug, say love your classes. We always learn something. Yay. Okay. Yeah, 
we'll be together for awhile. I can't wait to see what you guys build out what you're doing. All right. 
Thank you for being here. Go get this stuff. Jeff herring.com forward slash holidays, dash masterclass 
and as always, go use this stuff.


